A query language should be a part of any database system. While the relational model has a well defined underlying query model, the object-oriented database systems have been criticized for not having such a que model. One of the most challenging ste s in the devyopment of a theory f o r object-oriented fat abases is the definition of an object a1 ebra. A formal objectoriented query model is descrited here in terms of an object algebra, at least as powerful as the relational algebra, by extending the latter in a consistent manner. Both the structure and the behavior of objects are handled. A n operand and the output from a query in Me object algebra are defined to have a pair of sets, a set of objects and a set of message expressions where a message expression is a valid sequence of messages. Hence the closure property is maintained in a natural way. In addition, it is proved that the output froin a query has the characteristics of a class; hence the inheritance (su b/supe rclass) relal ions hip bet w een the ope rand (s) and the output from a query is derived. This way, the result of a query can be persistently placed in its proper place in the lattice.
Introduction
Object-oriented systems evolved to satisfy the demand for a more a propriate re resentation and modeling of real worli entities. {uch a demand comes main1 from data intensive applications including CADYCAM, 01s and AI. To satisfy such kinds of applications, it was agreed that an inte ration of object-oriented concepts [18] with the datatase technology [14] leads to more appropriate representation methods and many object-oriented data models have been developed [lo, 12, 16, 17, 211. the relational model and an objectoriented mole1 shows that the latter is more powerful at the modeling stage, but yet does not support a standard formal query model; one of the common complaints against object-oriented databases [23 . While the non-atomic domain c.oncept is supportea by the nested relational model [l, 251, we see inheritance, identity and encapsulation among the features that the relational model lacks. Identity provides for object sharing. Inheritance provides for structure and behavior sharin . Encapsulation provides for abstraction.
As a resuft, an object-oriented query model should benefit from such features and hence should be at least as powerful as the relational query model. It is true that object-oriented databases support implicit queries for simple operations, however a query language is required to be a part of an database SYStem. For instance, the message name() when sent to an instance in the student class, the name of the particular student is returned. While a sin le message is sufficient for such an o eration in the o%ject-oriented context, a selection a n 8 a projection are necessary to get the same result in the relational model. An additional join should precede when name is not a column of the student relation. Another example can be seen in sending the message courses() to a student and the message grade() to the result obtained by the first message. Although it is handled due to the implicit join [20] present in object-oriented models, this corresponds to an explicit join in the relational model. The two messages courses() and grade() form a message expression. In general, a message expression is defined to be a valid sequence of messages ml ... mn, with n l l .
While message expressions give superiority to object-oriented systems over the relational model, an object-oriented query language is still needed for more complex situations and to support associative access. In other words, although the modelin power of an object-oriented database supports impficit joins [20] by allowing instances in a class to form the domain for an instance variable in another class, an explicit join is necessary in introducing new relationships into the model; otherwise the manipulation power of the model will be restricted. Allowing an explicit join raises the problem of maintaining the closure property. Therefore, it is necessary to have an object algebra that facilitates the introduction of new relationships and maintains the closure property; otherwise the relational model will be more powerful.
In this paper, we describe an object algebra for object-oriented data models [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 81. Our object algebra is a superset of the relational algebra, but with different semantics and operands. The main idea in our work is that an operator should equally handle objects as well as their behavior. So, an operand in our object. algebra, as well as the output of any of the operations, has a pair of sets; a set of objects and a set of messa e expressions. The set of objects includes all objects t i a t qualify to be in a class and in all of its direct and indirect subclasses; hence the set of objects is in general heterogeneous. The set of message expressions includes message expressions applicable to objects in the other set of the pair. By using such pairs as operands and in the output, the closure property is maintained in a consistent way. The operators of our object algebra are the five basic operators of the relational algebra in addition to nest, one level project and aggregate function application. While the nest operation introduces a missing relationship into the model in a natural way, the one level project operation evaluates a subset of the message ex ressions of the operand against objects of the operand:
Using the object algebra operators, object a1 ebra expressions are built and it is proved that every otject algebra expression has the characteristics of a class. Moreover, the inheritance (sub/superclass) relationship between the result of an object al ebra expression and the operand s ) is considered. #herefore, the tently and properly placed in the lattice in a natural way.
To sum up, the contributions of our work described in this paper can be enumerated as follows. Operands and the result of a query are defined in a way not to violate object-oriented constructs and to maintain the closure property. Behavior is equally handled as objects; creation of methods as well as objects in terms of other existing ones is facilitated. The addition of new classes is facilitated where we specify the characteristics of a class derived in terms of existing ones and handle its proper placement in the lattice. Aggregation functions are supported in a consistent way so that the result could be used as an operand. All of these are satisfied without loss of generality and formality in the description.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed in section 2. In section 3, the data model is described where the basic terminology used in the formalization is introduced. In section 4, the object algebra is defined by constructing object a1 ebra expressions. Also, characteristics of the resuft of an object algebra expression are proved to be the same as the characteristics of a class and the relationship between an object a1 ebra expression and the operand(s) is derived. Some filustrative examples are given in section 5. Section 6 is the conclusions Straube and Ozsii developed a set-based objectoriented querg a l r b r a and a corresponding calculus, but their alge ra oes not satisfy the closure property. Also, t,hey studied the problem of type unions in some detail. However, although it has a formal basis, their algebra is less expressive compared to others described in the literature. Osborn's object algebra [24] was developed for a general object-oriented data model defined on three eneric classes of atomic, a gregate and set objects. S%e extends relational algetra. A major drawback of Osborn's algebra is that it does not sup ort encapsulation and the closure property is not welf maint<ained; set operations do not accept atom and aggregate objects produced by other operations.
Related Work
Although, in the query model of ORION [20] the result of a query operation is a class, but the improper placement of resulting classes in the lattice leads to duplication of chss contents; hence ORION violates the reusability feature of object-oriented systems. However, we argue that it is an overhead to have a class as the output of a temporary query, as ORION does. In this paper we describe the output of a query by the minimum requirements of an o erand and from such characteristics we can derive t i e characteristics of a class when it is required to have the result persistent [3, 41. In OSAM' operands in a query are the database itself and all subdatabases derived from the logical view o I object-oriented databases.
power equivalent to the EXC B A S quer language of original database by query operations; the result of a query is a subdatabase.
The Data Model
The object algebra described in this )aper is based on a data model that includes classes, objects and methods. A class definition includes a set of instance variables that reflects roperties of objects in the class, a set of methods hperations) applicable to objects in the class, to support encapsulation and inforniation hiding, and a set of superclasses to provide reusability. Related to a class c we use the following notations:-* instances(c) is the set of objects in class c but not q, stances ( c ) =inst ances( c ) IJ :sd( "T,,~, t a n c e s in any of its subclasses.
where S = { S l , S 2 , ..., Scard(S)} is t,he set of direct subclasses of class c. Zvariables(C) is the set of all instance variabks defined in or inherited by class c. For any instance variable i v , domain(iv) and valne(iv) denote the domain and the value of instance variable iv. A domain is either atomic such as the set of inter r s , the set of characters, etc, or X n s t a n c e s ( C i ) or any class ci. A value is drawn from the un; derlying domain; either an element or a subset of the underlying domain. 0 messages(c) is the set of messages used to invoke any of the methods defined in or inherited by class
Elements of messages(s are used only to invoke methsages in the class of object oi are used to invoke methods applicable to it. So combining from class c a message which returns an object oi as a result with any of the messages in the class of object 0, will form pairs applicable to objects in class c to access possible values in related objects from the class of object o i . Also when any of such pairs returns an object as a result, messages in the class of the latter object could be combined with that pair forming triples applicable to objects in class c . By the same way, quadruples, quintuples and so on, could be formed. For instance, let 01 be an object in the student class; a method in the student class could be courses() to invoke the method implemented to return the set of courses registered by a given student and so 0 1 courses() returns objects from the course class. Any of the messages in the course class, e.g. code(), could be applied to a returned object. At this point one could say that the combination courses() code ) could be ap lied to an object in the student class. I t is recognizefthat both courses() and courses() code() are elements of the superset of messages(student) which does not include the element courses() code(). We call such a superset the set of messa e expressions of class student and every element of tfis set is called a message expression. M e ( c ) is the set of message expressions of class c. Every element of M e ( c ) returns either a stored value or a derived value. As formal1 stated in the followin in terms of messages, starting with messages(c) We use len(r to denote the length of message expresAfter introducing message expressions, it is necessary to decide on the relationship between the sets of message expressions and the sets of messages of two classes.
sion I , i.e., t h e number of messages constituting 2 .
Leriinia 3.1 Given two classes c1 and c2 Adc(cl)C_M,( c2) e messages(c~)~messages(c~),i. e.,
V z E M , ( c l ) such thaf Ien(z)=l we have ~E M e ( c 2 ) .
0 Lemma 3.1 will be utilized while constructin object algebra expressions in definition 4.2 and while ieciding on the inheritance relationship between classes that correspond to object a1 ebra expressions in section 4. A message expression wghen received by an object, returns a value from a particular domain. This articular domain is the range of the last message in &e messa e expression. A returned value is either a stored or a 8erived value, a property that ives a full computational power to the user without aaving an embedded query language leading to impedance mismatch.
Related with the subclass/superclass relationship between classes, we define a partial ordering (le) among classes. An object has an identity, a value and belongs to a certain class. Related to an object o we use value(o) to denote the value (The value of an object is a set of values of the instance variables defined in its class; simple values or identities of nested objects). Similarly, identity(0) denotes the identity of object 0. Based c the notion of value and identity we define equality 1 1 f objects: A method implements a certain function and has a number of arguments, n>O. Every method is invoked via a corresponding message. We address properties of an object by using m e s a es. Therefore, methods are used either to deal wit% properties of objects, stored values, or to derive some values in terms of properties of objects. For instance, the method invoked by the message n a m e ( ) implements the function Function f 1 does not expect any argument because corresponding domains are not specified. The message increase-salary(i) invokes the method implementing the function where given OETinstances(Sta f f ) ,
The domain of the receiver of fz is Tinstances(stnff) and fz expects a single argument from the domain that is the set of integers. Also, the result of f 2 is from the set of integers, i.e., range of fz is the set of integers. In this section, the object a1 ebra is described. An operand e in the object alge%ra should have a pair of sets, a set of objects and a set of message expressions, denoted by <Znstances(e), Me(e)>; elements of
Tinstances(e) can be accessed usin elements of M,(e).
Since a class has a defined set of ofjects and a derived set of message expressions, a class can be an operand.
The output of an operation as well should have a pair of sets derived in terms of the pair(s) of operand(s). Thus, an operand in a query could be replaced by another query whose output is the actual operand. Any operand, whether an actual pair or an unevaluated query is called an object algebra expression. Concerning the operators, the object algebra includes the five basic operators of the relational algebra in addition to nest, one level project and aggregate function applications. The selection operation presents a restriction on objects of the operand. In the object algebra, the selection has a single operand and produces an output consisting of a pair, where the included objects are those satisfying a stated predicate expression, defined next. The set of message expressions of the resulting pair is the same as that of the operand. Although the set of objects of an operand is in general heterogeneous, the on1 values accessible in each object are those specified gy the set of message expressions of the pair. So, dropping some message expressions by the project operation hides some values from the accessible objects. The inverse of the project operation is to extend the set of message expressions in a pair to include more message expressions applicable to objects of the pair, i.e., give more facilities to the user; this operation is defined in terms of others as shown later in this section. On the other hand the one level project operation evaluates a provided set of message expressions and forms objects out of the obtained values; a corresponding set of message expressions is also determined to facilitate accessing the values encapsulated within the derived objects. ample on P2.2 to check whet i ? er two given students two given stu d ents have some courses in common.
Despite the fact that many relationships between objects are represented by the objects themselves, an explicit operation is required to handle cases when a relationship is not defined in the model. Both the cross-product and the nest operations are defined to introduce such relationships. While the cross-product operation is defined to be associative, the nest operation is not. However, the two operations are equivalent under certain conditions [5]; in [5] we also present the equivalence of some object algebra expressions. Associativity of the cross-product operation is useful in uery optimization [3, 51, although not discussed in &is paper. The cross-product operation creates new objects, out of objects in the o erands, and a set of message expressions to handle t i e new objects is derived. Also, the nest operation introduces missing relationships. While the nest operation extends the value of each object in the first operand to include a reference to object(s) in the second operand, the result of the cross-product operation depends on domains of the messages of the operands as explicitly stated in definition 4.2 given next in this section.
As mentioned before, the object algebra described in this paper handles and produces pairs of sets, a set of objects and a set of message expressions to handle objects in the first set. So as we deal with sets, two basic set operations, union and difference, are supported by the object algebra; intersection is defined in terms of the difference operations. The union operation returns a pair where the set of objects is in general heterogeneous and the set of messa e expressions is calculated as the intersection of t f e sets of message expressions of the operands. The heterogeneous set of objects is the union of the sets of objects of the operands. The difference operation is handled in one of two ways depending on the relationship between the sets of message expressions of the operands. If the set of message expressions of the first operand is subset from that of the second operand, the difference operation returns objects from the first operand which are not in the second operand. Otherwise, it is handled as a projection of objects in the first operand on values that have no corresponding message expression in the second operand.
After this informal description of the object algebra, we move into the formal definition. Since a class is defined to have a set of objects and a set of message expressions can be derived for a class by definition 3.1, a class is an object algebra expression. Next we formal1 define ob'ect algebra expressions. When speaking a t o u t len(xj in any of the constraints (ifstatements) given next in this section, we will consider only message expressions x such that x rct.urns a stored value with the underlying domain being atomic. Using operations of the query language, objects may be constructed out of existing ones and new relat,ionships may be introduced into the model. A new relationship is an extension to either the state of objects or their behavior. In other words, a new relationship has either a stored or a derived value. A stored value is due to the Nest operation which takes two operands and extends each object in the first to include a value referencing object(s) in the second operand, while a derived value is due to the inverse of the Project operation which extends the behavior of objects in the operand without their states being affected. On the other hand, the One-Level-Project operation constructs new objects out of existing objects by collecting values found at different levels of nestings. Also the fourth case in the definition of the Cross-Product operation results in new objects, while other cases introduce new relationships.
Definition 4.2 (Object A1 ebra Expressions) Let E be the set of object a l g 8 r a expressions. Being an object algebra expression, every element of the set E must have a pair of sets -a set of objecis and a set of m e s a e ex ressions. Thus, formally speaking, VeE E, M e ( e j is Befined and T i n s t a n c e s (e) is defined. Given e l E E and e2EE; let Me(el)=X1, Me(e2)=X2, Elements of E are enumerated as follows: Tinstanees(el)=Tlr and T t n s t a n c e s (e2)=T2
After the formal definition of object algebra expres sions, we claim that every object algebra expression has the characteristics of a class and this follows from the lemmas iven next in this section. However, before going into t i e details of the lemmas, it is important to remind the reader that, as stated in section 3, by definition a class has a set of superclasses, a set of instance variables, a set of methods and a set of objects. According to definition 4.2, an object algebra expression has a set of objects and a set of message expressions. In addition, given a class c, methods(c) and Ivariables c are defined to include methods and instance variibies of superclasses of class c. Therefore, finding methods and instance variables of a class implicitly leads to the set of its superclasses. F'urthermore, for every method there exists a corresponding message; so, finding a set of messages for an object algebra expression is equivalent to finding of a set of methods. As a result, for any object algebra expression to have the characteristics of a class, it is enough to find for that object algebra expression a set of instance variables and a set of messages; a set of objects is already defined.
Let el and e2 be two object a1 ebra expressions such that M e ( e l ) = X1 and Me(e2f = X z . According to definition 4.2, a class is an object algebra expression. In other words, some object a1 ebra expressions are classes. Thus, assume that fvariables(el), Iuariables e2), m e s a es(e1) and messages(e2) are all defined. Lased on tfis assum tion, we have the following lemmas, 4.1 to 4.8, l e a i n g to the sets of messages and instance variables of other object algebra expressions and this leads to the fact that every object algebra expression corresponds to a class.
Leinina 4.1 Messages and Instance variables of el[P]: where p is a predicate expression M,(el [P])=X1
.
messages(e1 [P])=messages(el)
Before going into the lemma 4.2 on the Project operation, the following algorithm returns the instance variables of el [XI where X G X 1 .
A l g o r i t h m 4.1 Instance variables of el [XI:

f o r every mi E messages(e1)
if X i $ 4 then
if 3 i v i~I , ,~~i~b l~~( e l ) such that
Iuariables(el[P])=~uariables(el)
VSet of all message expressions, i.e., for any class c, Me ( c ) M E IIEvaluating an object algebra expression e leads to the pair <Ttnctancer(e). Me(:)>. OAE(Tinstances(e)) denotes the object algebra expression e.
5.
elseif 3iviEZUariabl~~ (el) 
Iuariables(el-ez) = l u a r i a b l e a ( e 1 ) X Z then
Me (el -ez)=X1 -Xz a .
messages(e1 -eZ)=messages(e 1)-messages(e2)
. Iuariablea (el -eZ)=Iuariables ( The proofs of lemmas 4.1 to 4.8 are omitted. Informally, since every object, algebra expression has a set of message expressions, then by considering message expressions of length one, the set of messages is derived. Furthermore, by definition every instance variable has a corresponding message and this leads to the derivation of the set of instance variables of an object algebra expression depending on its set of messages, i.e., collect from the set of instance variables of the operand those instance variables having a corresponding message in the determined set of messages. Combining definition 4.2 and lemmas 4.1 to 4.8, every object algebra expression has a set of objects, a set of messages and a set of instances variables; the set of superclasses of the corresponding class is determined hy lemmas 4.9 to 4.16 given next this section. The set of messages leads to the set of methods because every message has a corresponding method. Therefore, an object algebra expression has the charactersitics of a class leading to the following corollary. Aft,er having every object a1 ebra expression to be a class, it is necessary to decicfe on the inheritance relationship between an object algebra expression and other existing classes.
Given two object a1 ebra expressions el and ea; let. Me(el)=X1 and Mefe2)=Xz. Lemmas 4.9 to 4. 16 give the inheritance relationship between object algebra expressions. According t o lemma 4.10, the derived student class will be a direct superclass of the research-assistant class. However, we have derived algorithms which aim at maximizing reusability (91 and accordingly, the derived student class is recognized as a subclass of the person class and naturally placed in the lattice. Example 5.6 Find students attending the department in which "Adams" is working. student%sl>> sta f f%s2 b1 student-in()=s~ works-in() Remember from definition 4.2 that, when combined with a selection operation, both of the cross-product, and the nest o erations result in a join operation. While the join f u e to a nest is an outer-join, the join due to a cross-product is an inner-join. Notice that the result of the query of example 5.9 will be a direct subclass of the root because the student class has some instance variables with atomic domains. However, using nest instead of cross-product forces the result to be a subclass of the student class. The difference is due to the fact that while the nest operation will append to every student a set of identities of related students, the cross-product o eration on the other hand forms, according to the &finition of cross-product operation in definition 4.2, new values each consistin of the identity of a student together with the set of identities of related students. 
Exam le
Conclusions
In this paper, we formally described a query model for object-oriented database systems. Our query model is not restricted to handle existing objects only, however, the introduction of new relationships as well as new objects is also facilitated. A new relationship could have a stored value by extending objects in the operand to include new values for the new instance variables. It is also possible for a new relationship to have a derived value in terms of existing values by extending the behavior of the operand to facilitate the derivation of the required relationship. Operands and the output of a query are defined to have a pair of sets, %sz[sl salary() > s2 avsalary()] [ { n a m e ( ) } ] a set of objects and a set of message expressions. Thus having the characteristics of an operand, the output from a query could itself be an operand and hence the closure property is naturally maintained.
A message expression results in the evaluation of the underlying methods and in the same sequence as if they all together form a single method invoked by that message expression. Furthermore, message expressions are used in the invocation of behavior as well as behavior constructors. Also, message expressions facilitate accessing of stored and derived values leading to computational completeness without having an embedded uery language leading to in impedance mismatch. Zonsequently, methods could be coded solely by utilizing the object algebra and hence simplify the optimization process. On the other hand, proposals that do not overcome the impedance mismatch problem are still suffering from not supporting full optimization for being unable to resolve methods.
The operators of our object algebra subsumes those of the relational and nested algebras and hence it is more powerful than either one. The equal handling of objects as well as the behavior defined on them is an important requirement of an object a1 ebra; thus we satisfied it in the presented query mofel. This is due to the presence of data and behavior in an objectoriented data model in contrast to havin only data in the relational data model. Behavior is fandled via message expressions. We support aggregate functions whose outputs are also pairs of sets like any operand.
We started by defining a set of objects and a set of message expressions for a class. Having such a pair, a class is shown to be an operand. By this, some operands were defined to be existing classes. Other operands are defined to be the outputs of queries. As the only known characteristics of the output from a query are a pair of sets -a set of objects and a set of message expressions, we have proven that from such a pair other class characteristics could be derived. Having the characteristics of a class, the output from a query is in fact a class. Thus, we decided on the proper placement of such a class in the lattice.
Concerning the current status of our research, we are working on the completeness of the described object algebra by studying its different aspects. Also, the handling of recursive queries is under consideration to determine whether any further extensions to the algebra improves its power. 
